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WORKSHEET 11                                   PRESENT CONTINUOUS 

Name   No. Class 

Date Mark Teacher  

 
 A. Write sentences. Use the present continuous in the correct form. 

 

          1. they / watch TV                        2. Peter / study                       3. you / play tennis 

      ___________________            ___________________            ____________________            

____________________          ___________________            ____________________ 

 

  B. Write the sentences in the negative and the interrogative forms. 

1. He is playing the guitar. 

   Neg.: _____________________________________________     

   Int.: ______________________________________________     

2. They are watching TV.  

   Neg.: _____________________________________________     

   Int.: ______________________________________________    

 
C. Write sentences. Use the present continuous. 

1. they / talk / on the phone /.                   _________________________________ 

2. he / have / lunch /?                               _________________________________ 

3. it / not rain /.                                          _________________________________ 

4. the tweens / wait / for the school bus /. _________________________________ 

5. your father / sit / on the sofa /?             _________________________________ 

 D. Ask and answer. Use the present continuous. 

1. Paul / walk / the dog 

     ______________________________________________? No, ______________. 

2. grandma / take photos 

 ________________________________________________? Yes, _____________. 

      3. they / swim 

       ________________________________________________? Yes, ______________. 
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ANSWERS 
 

 A. Write sentences. Use the present continuous in the correct form. 

          1. they / watch TV                        2. Peter / study                  3. you / play tennis 

      They are watching TV.                  Peter isn’t studying.          Are you playing tennis? 

 

B. Write the sentences in the negative and the interrogative forms. 

1. He is playing the guitar. 

   Neg.: He isn’t playing the guitar.   

   Int.: Is he playing the guitar?   

2. They are watching TV.  

   Neg.: They aren’t watching TV.  

         Int.: Are they watching TV?     

 
C. Write sentences. Use the present continuous. 

      1. they / talk / on the phone /                        They are talking on the phone. 

2. he / have / lunch /?                                   Is he having lunch? 

3. it / not rain /.                                              It is not raining. 

      4. the tweens / wait / for the school bus /.   The tweens are waiting for the school bus. 
                                                                                                            

5. your father / sit / on the sofa /?                 Is your father sitting on the sofa? 
 

 
 D. Ask and answer. Use the present continuous. 

1. Paul / walk / the dog 

    Is Paul walking the dog?                       No, he isn’t. 

2. grandma / take photos 

    Is grandma taking photos?                 Yes, she is.  

      3. they / swim 

            Are they swimming?                                 Yes, they are. 


